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Patry black clover

Male 24 December Human: 1.72 m Elf: 1.599. Boy's oath 2 10. To protect someone, Takahiro Sakurai Shauko Yuzuki (toddler) Jerry Jewell Jaad Saxton (toddler) Roberto Mandiola (Latin America) Petri パ, is a reincarnation elf in the body of Captain William Wengnesss of The Pagan Golden Dawn. Sharing his body with him and taking
the name Licht leads white night's eye. Appearance [edited] edited code] Petri is a tall, slender elf with smooth skin and fine facial features. Her waxed eyebrows are stylized like two dark dots, a sign of nobility. He has three cocoons red crescent with his golden eyes framing sides. Her white hair is braided in several long extensions with a
Kippah covering the top of her head that ends with a cross on her forehead with an eye engraved in the center. He also wears jewelry including bow earrings. Her outfit consists of dark, light layered garments on a light-colored padded shirt with light-colored trousers, black shoes and a high collar. There are several belts with a long wire
tied to her waist attached to one of them. The T-shirt seems to have a pattern similar to that of his kippa. Wear a long white hooded robe that ends in black lines with sleeves beyond your hands, and a black shawl on your shoulders and upper chest, supported by a long embellishment. Julius Novacharo has withered his arm and right arm
due to the wound and is completely bandaged. Months later, his arm has been repaired by unknown means. Like persona [edited] Licht, Patri shows great compassion to his followers, to the point of losing his patience when Valtos gets injured in his presence. She loves her men as shown when Katherine and George cry that they will
never betray her. In truth, Petry deeply despises the desire to deceive all humans and those in his class. He's being a cold, trick who cares nothing but revenge. Since childhood, Patri has praised Lich, almost always done by his side. Because of this, Petri despises Asta for holding the swords of Grimoire and Lich. Previous history [edited]
[edited], editing code] Petri was born in the Elf tribe. One day, she witnesses Lich receiving a grimoire, and Petri asks her mother about the four-leaf clover. After some time, Patri is dating Licht and Rhya as usual and asks Licht about the rumours that humans are going to attack. Suddenly a magical tornado appears, and The Patri
watches as Lich rescues a woman trapped inside. Petri is surprised to see that her brother has a four-leaf clover like a lich. Petri's Humans are skeptical, but Licht believes in who trusts them. After Announcing Licht tetia is pregnant, Rhya taunts Patry for being young. Months later, a day before his Grimoir acceptance ceremony, Petri
attends the wedding of Licht and Tetia, but after the ceremony, dwarves are betrayed and massacred by humans. Licht then casts a spell of reborn magic on all other dwarves. Centuries later, Petri wakes up and discovers that she's reborn in the body of William Vangeance, a human who looks like Licht. Upon finding out that he could not
use William's grimoyer, Petri runs into a tower of grimoir and receives with his four-leaf clover. Then He vows to revive the dwarf and destroy humans. Because they share a body, Petri befriends William and they come to understand each other. Licht fana whom Morris and Diamond Kingdom have set aside, and an elf that's near her body.
Royal City's Arch [edited] edited code] Main article: Arc de la Ciudad Real. According to White Eye's plan, Waltos implicated Fugolon Vermilion in a trap where Lich was waiting for him and carried his right hand and pendant. While Julius Novachrono and Asta are in the hiding place of the white night's eye, Licht appears in front of them in
the glare of light and then disappears with the forefire and with all but one of the banned wizards. However, Licht doesn't completely dodge Julius' counter-attack, and his right hand becomes severely deformed. After the fight, Licht regrets not cancelling George and Katherine, but Valtos assured her that they are loyal and will know
nothing. Lich promises that he will become more powerful, save them, and eliminate the kingdom of Clover. Arc of Blind Coat [edited] edited code] Main article: Arc de la Cita a Ciegas. Just after Neige plans to make peace, Licht fires a flashing sword of judgment, knocking him down. He attacks Gauche Abadi, hitting him twice with the
same attack (but in non-critical areas), and attacks Theresa Radul, seriously injuring him. Revealing his appearance, he presents himself as the leader of The White Knight's Eye, cradling in her arms with a Sally wound and Valtos standing behind her. Realizing Sally's injuries, Licht puts tears, apologizes to Sally for her pain. He tells
Valtos that he's not the one who sent him there, even if he felt responsible. He explains his belief that victims are always the most powerful: jealousy, fear, isolation, oppression, and victims. Angrily, Licht tells Asta that he was attacked before and asks why he is this grimoire. Before Asta can attack her, Licht dodges her and gets Attacking
her, but her attack is unexpectedly blocked by Yami Sukehiro, who calmly declared that she lost and looking for directions. Licht rejected Valtos' offer to 'bring them up,' saying he always wants to fight a dark magic user. When Finral Roulace tries to teleport with children, Theresa Rapul and Gauche Adhai, Lich sends an attack, only once
again cancelled by Yami Sukehiro. His fight begins when Yami constantly blocks The Magic of The Lich. Using a magic Licht appears behind Yami, aiming to take him down, only for his attack to be blocked again. Licht Yami says great heretical magic knight. Yami raises his claim by remembering that he knows no one to use the magic of
light. Licht Yami Sukehiro tells a story about a city of people who were loved by maná, describing the kind of power they wield. He tells them that they were afraid of the people around him and then massacred out of jealousy and greed. Yami responds with her past story, which infuriates Waltos. Attacking Yami after his outburur, Lich
manages to cut Yami's shoulder and tells her that as a foreigner, he won't understand. After another magic bombing, Yomi asks if she's the culprit behind Fuegoleon Vermillion's assassination attempt. Confirming the captain's suspicions, Lich reveals that he had snared the Crimson Lion captain after careful planning. It infuriates Yomi
while using the magic of dark magic, cutting Licht's cheek. The Black Bull captain claims he will show Lich the true power of a Captain of the Magic Knights, telling him there is no trick to hide behind this time, which makes Lich smile. Licht fills the cut on the cheek, confusing Asta and Yami as to why she can also use healing magic. When
Valtos asks for help, Licht kindly orders her to capture Asta and allows her to hurt in the process. Once Asta finally uses Ki and manages to return his mind to Valtos, sending him flying, Licht gets furious and tells them he will make them pay. Licht tells them that this punishment is going well for them and with the shining whip of justice, he
causes the cave to start the collapse, which causes Yami Sukehiro to comment that Licht has lost his mind. Given the destruction caused by his attack, Licht tells himself that they were too weak as he held back a lot. Waltos praised his leader, saying his power is like a God, but his admiration is interrupted when Asta and Yami appear
under the rubble, making him look angry. Licht and Yami Sukehiro continue their struggles, and Yami asks for the rest of Licht's story and its reasons for attacking the state of Licht points to the disparity between rich and poor, nobles and the humble, and those of different countries, so after ascending from the bottom, he plans to correct
these injustices firmly, despite acting like the ones he hates, as Yami explains. As they fight, Waltos disrupts Yami with an attack that blocks him and asks Asta to handle it. When Yami is distracted by hitting Asto, Lich takes the opportunity to attack the captain from behind, but his whip is absorbed by a black hole, which also slows down
the lich, allowing Yami to hit him with a dark mantle-black blade. Licht is suffering a big wound and admires the magic of darkness and the skill of Yami Sukehiro. Yami notices that Licht needs to heal herself and doing so will leave her helpless in the face of another attack. Comparing the captain to Julius Novochreno, Lich decided to use
his strongest spell, which would kill both Yami and Asta. Licht is preparing to unleash his magic, while Yami stands a shield of the magic of darkness. Lich reflects on the magic in divine whipping cannon fires when Gauche Adlai and Finral Roulacase return, and Gauche Licht. Forced to take full strength from his own spell, Licht falls to the
ground. When Black Bull gathers near Licht, Yomi explains that mirror magic is another opposite of the magic of light, and Licht admits she didn't want to hurt Gauche and promised that they would understand later when they confess their mistake. As soon as Yami Sukehiro is ready to control the lich, the third eye appears, and Fana
begins to heal the wounds of the lich. He then introduces the third eye as he shows his strength against Yami. Forced to get defensive, Yami solved his boundary push, but Licht claims that each magic of the third eye is stronger than any other captain of the Knights. After the arrival of Jack Ripper, Nozel Silva and Charlotte Rosselle, the
Silver Eagle captain still threw the silver spear into the lich in recovery, but Fana melts the spear. As Licht sees the ensuing fights between the third eye and the captains, he expresses confidence in his men because they are loved by maná, and has decided to fix Asta's grimoer because no one without mind deserves it. Then a portal
opens at the top of the lich, and Yomi falls. Waiting for this, Licht is already preparing a spell, but is caught by surprise by Asta, who slipped between smoke and battle and jumped behind Licht. The boy kills Lich with his sword, causing him to crash to the ground. Suddenly Licht starts shining brightly and Vetto discovers that the anti-magic
sword licht seal withdrew. Licht asks why Asta is that grimoyer and those swords, recognize them and claim they belong to Important to him. Licht refused to accept Asta's claims, and his mind begins to overflow, creating an area around him, absorbing Jack's bloody attack. As the Magic Knights become more concerned, the third eye itself
positions around Licht and does a sealing magic spell, crystallized Licht's mind. They then retreat with Licht and Valtos through space magic. White Knight's Eye [Edit] Edit Code] Main article: Arch of White Knight's Eye Arch. Several weeks later, William meets Julius at the top of the palace wall and apologizes before turning to Licht, who
formally presented himself as Licht. Licht explains part of his connection to William and his plans for the state before the start of his attack on Julius. When Julius stops the swords of light, Lich closes the distance and attacks with the shining whip of his judgment, destroying the nearby tower but without hurting Julius. Licht analyzes Julius'
predictability and reaches out to the magician king, appearing behind him and biting his chest. Two lands on the wall and Licht hears as Julius heals himself explains about him and his magic of time. Licht then attempts the same tactics, but when he appears behind Julius, the magician walks behind the king elf and destroys the incoming
counter-attack. As the fight continues, Lich's cheek is cut from his attack which is returned at quick pace. When he jumps aside, Julius almost involves it. Landing in the rubble of the tower, Licht marvels about Julius Grimoyer's, and as if he were reading his mind, Julius explains where Grimoire is floating. After Julius talks about his
coverless grimoyer, unique magic and his way to becoming wizard king, he attacks bewildered Licht. Realizing that Julius is the ultimate obstacle to his plans, Licht rises in the air and releases seals that curb his magical power. As light spreads an area of magic and takes the form of countless swords, Licht clover promises to kill all
humans in the kingdom. Licht unleashes his arrows of justice, and when Julius stops time and reverses magic, Licht takes the opportunity to stab Julius with one of the swords. He then mocked the magician king for imagining the attack, but chooses to save the civilians instead of himself. Licht steals Julius' two magic stones when Yami
arrives and says Vangeance. Licht tells her that William is asleep while a tear falls from his left eye. When Yami orders Marx to find Owen, Lich tells him it's too late and offers him respect for Julius. Licht then jumps towards Valtos and the two disappear, slowly avoiding the court Yomi. Lich and Waltos travel to Sefirot, inside the monstrous
skeleton on the outskirts of Hage. Before laying the final stone, Licht thanks Valtos, Rades, and Sally for their efforts, but then reveals their true nature and disdain for all human beings, including those who betrayed their way to their selfish desires. Lich gives the last stone and the light begins to germinate from the monster's serfiot and
skeleton. When humans begin to get undone, Lich reveals that the naming ceremony was actually to mark them as sacrifices to revive their true companions. After possessing other dwarf humans, Petri declares that it's time to take revenge. Petri briefly loses consciousness and wakes up to know that her resurrection is complete. He
places william thanking and grimoire of humans next to the sefirots. He then moves to the royal capital to join Lich and others. The brigadier arrives after Petri Droit and Ecra. Rhya seems to greet them, and they argue about Licht, the defeated Golden Dawn and the ultimate magic stone. Petry then goes with the Sefirá League opening the
door for Shadow Palace, after which Rhya and Ronne confront Patry with Yuno to get his pendant with the magic stones that Ronne manages to snatch from him, but Rhya and Patry after this Ronne attacks; Confused will recover him in a hurry, so Ronne proceeds to place the magic stone in place and manages to display his body in this
way and it turns out that he was actually a demon keeping Ronne's body. He then strikes Petri, Rhya and Yuno until Asta and Mimosa arrive to help, but Zagred defeats them and tells the truth about the dwarfs' death that he was the real culprit, causing him to fall into despair and change his grimoire into a 5-leaf clover that Zagred steals.
Zagred then manipulates Patry into a dark elf and forces him to attack Asta and Yuno. Petry tackles them until Nozel comes to help them and manages to lose with some ease and manages to catch him, but before Nozel kills him Yuno stops him by mentioning that it was the same body of William who was nearby. Asta takes his sword of
Metsuma and tries to free William from the patri, but Patri's magic manages to catch Asta inside his mind, where Parry is found when he was still an elf sitting in a chair with William trapped in a bush. After Asta sees Patry's memories she encounters this and manages to forgive her reaction and humans after a speech. Petry and Asta
come out of the mind of the first, who come to consciousness but have turned with black with her left eye, so Will Petry with Asta and Yuno will face up again Zgad. A few seconds later Lumiere and Nero join the final battle; Nero immediately awakens Licht completely, who relaxes Patry and then goes to face Zagred with Lumiere,
managing to destroy his body but he manages to regenerate with his heart still intact, so Asta manages the damage zagred with the help of his demon and then he is using black dividers with Yuno with Bell to re-manage Zagred damage Yami, then manages to undermine him with his dark mantle-dimensional cuts and with the support of
Yuno and Nero, manages to destroy Zagred's heart by ending the Asta fight. After Petri and others manage to escape the Shadow Palace and Zagred's remaining magic, they wonder what to do with the dwarves who continue to attack the kingdom, who licht decided to free William from Patry and with the help of his tree of world magic,
Licht's sword Magic and Asta Sword of Metsuma. , they manage to free the pass and show the truth to the dwarves. Later, thanks to the Reds' Spectra Magic, he manages to get The Patri back into Lich's artificial body so that his body-bound Raya, Vetto and Fana, as well as Petri, move to an undisclosed location. Ark of dark triad [edited]
edited code] Main article: Arc of Dark Triad. After the fight against Zagred, Petri, Rhya, Vetto and Fana went to The Heart Kingdom as their new home and some time later they retracted with Noelle Silva who was badly injured by his fight against Vanica Zogratis, but the dwarves dress up and healed him until he woke them up with the
surprise of having them in front of them. Skill [edit] code] Magic [edit] edited code] Lite Magic: Patri uses this form of magic to generate and manipulate light. He can use it to blind his opponents or move at remarkable speed, when manipulated by Zagred and becomes a dark elf, his magic takes a black color with bright white edges called
the magic of monstrous light that is effective against magic coming from the world of monsters. Healing Magic: Lich uses light-based magic for treatment purposes. Construction Magic: Licht uses this form of magic to create things from light. Look at the shining whip reincarnation magic of justice: Licht uses this form of magic to revive the
souls of the dead in the body of the living. Imperial Light Skills [Edit] Edit Code] Storm of Swords of Immense Speed: Julius Novcharano believes Lich's spells are able to overcome the magic of his time. Licht is too fast enough to appear behind opponents without sudden warning. Improved resistance: After being severely bitten by Yami
Sukehiro, he continued Immense magic power: Licht has been described as someone with bottomless mind reserves. He easily destroys a cave during his battle against Yami Sukehiro while severely holding back. He has a seal placed in his mind, and when removed from the monstrous sword, free power is enough to destroy a large area
and is so big even that the Captains of the Magic Knights have no hope of dealing with it. Tool [Edit] Edit Code] Grimorio: Lich has a grimoyer with a four-leaf clover, with many light-based magic spells. After Petri falls into despair it gets a five-leaf clover grimoire with a darker look, but with the same design and 5 leaf trebol in the center.
Appearances [edit code to edit] anime [edit] edit code] [edit 'edit code]
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